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Code of Conduct 
 

● Speed Limit 10 km/h in roadways and parking lots while attending any Airdrie Little 

League (ALL) function. Watch for small children around parked cars.  
 

● No alcohol or marijuana allowed in any parking lot, field, or common areas within any 
Airdrie Little League complex or venue.  

 

● No playing in parking lots at any time, use crosswalks when crossing roadways and 
always be alert for traffic. 

 

● All gates to the field must remain closed at all times.  After players have entered or left 
the playing field, all gates are to be closed and secured.  

 

● During games respect umpires and their authority. Do not question, discuss, or confront 
them on any of their calls or decisions. 

 

● Only team coordinators and coaches are allowed to coach players during games. 
Coordinators and coaches are not to be questioned or confronted during games or 

practices and are to be spoken with at an agreed time and place.  
 

● Only players, coordinators, coaches, and umpires are permitted on the playing field or 
in the dugout during games and practice sessions.  

 

● Use of profanity or unsportsmanlike conduct at Airdrie Little League venues will not be 

tolerated.  
 

● No throwing balls against dugouts or against backstop.  
 

● No throwing baseballs at any time within the walkways and common areas of an Airdrie 

Little League complex.  Also, no rock throwing.  
 

● Do not allow children or players to climb fences or backstops.   
 

● Observe all posted signs. Players and spectators must be on alert for foul balls and errant 
throws. Do not retrieve balls or other items from private property. 

 

● During games, players must remain in the dugout in an orderly fashion at all times.  
 

● During games, there is to be no food or snacks consumed in the dugouts or on the field 

of play. 
 

● No tobacco product use by coaches, managers or players at any time on field or dugout.  
 

● After each game, each team must clean up trash in the dugout and around the stands. 
 

● There is ZERO tolerance for physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. 
 

● Sexual harassment or discrimination based on race, color, gender, ethnicity, religion, 

national origin, or sexual orientation will not be tolerated by Airdrie Little League. 
 

Failure to comply with this Code of Conduct may result in expulsion from 

practice, games, playoffs, All Star play and the Airdrie Little Little Complex or 
any fields Airdrie Little League uses for such. 

Volunteer Policy 
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As a volunteer organization, Airdrie Little League relies heavily on all of its members to ensure a successful 

baseball season for all our children. As such, we have implemented a few changes to our volunteering 

system to ensure we are not leaning too heavily on our most generous members.  
 

We have established a credit system for the volunteer work around the league, and we will require a 

volunteer to complete credits for each player, based on division of play. 
 

Division Credits 

T-Ball  8  

Coach Pitch 10  

Minor  12  

Major  12  

Teenage 12  
 

Players involved with our advanced programs (Tournament teams, All-Stars or AAA teams), will be asked 

to support those teams in addition to your regular season contribution.  

 

Volunteer Positions  
 

Position Credits Description 

Coach 12 Focus on ballplayers. Duties will include attending coaching clinics, leading 

practices (with provided resources), making rosters and leading the bench 

on game day. 

Assistant 

Coach 

12 Focus on ballplayers. Duties will include attending coaching clinics, leading 

drills and fitness during practices, leading warm up and coaching bases on 

game day. 

Team 

Coordinator 

12 Act as a liaison between coaches and parents. Duties may include updating 

TeamSnap, coordinating game day volunteers; and score, pitch and 

volunteer submissions. 

Maintenance 

Crew 

12  A crew of 5-10 operating under the Field Maintenance Director, responsible 

for diamond repairs, maintaining mounds, bases and other field projects once 

a week. 

Cleaning Crew 4/shift Five crews of 5 people (Pre-season, Mid-Season, Post-Season) working with 

either: the Concession Manager to clean the concession and storage facilities, 

or the Equipment Manager to organize, clean or count equipment.  

Tournament 

Volunteer 

4/day 50-50 raffle sales, information person (collecting score sheets/pitch counts 

and reporting to Tournament Director, bringing water to umpires and a 

variety of miscellaneous tasks). 

Game Day 

Volunteers 

1/shift Pitch Count, Scorekeeper and Diamond Marshal 

Game Day 

Volunteers 

2/shift Concession, BBQ, and Field Prep 

 

We will collect a Volunteer Deposit cheque of $200 for each player in the Minor, Major and Teenage Divisions, 

and $100 for each player in the T-Ball and Coach Pitch Divisions. There will be many opportunities 

throughout the season, and a variety of jobs to suit any household. 
 

Our goal with this program is ensuring all our volunteers are involved. We are not looking to draw any 

revenue!  Thank you in advance for all your hard work! The volunteers are what makes Little League great! 
Team Coordinator 
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The Team Coordinator is a volunteer position. Each team requires a Team Coordinator.  Should 
there be no volunteers, the coach will assign someone to this position. 

 

Team Coordinator Responsibilities: 
 
● First point of contact for team parents regarding team operations and non-game play related 

questions. 
 

● Assist the coaches with team communications.  
 

● Submit scores and pitch counts after winning games. 
 

● Complete the volunteer credit submission form after each game and when other volunteer 
duties have been completed. 

 

● Work with the Volunteer Coordinator to organize parent volunteers for all league events and 
tournaments. 

 

● Ensure all safety forms and deposit cheques are collected and retained. 
 

● Ensure game day volunteers are in place for pitch count, score keep, field prep and concession 
when necessary. 

 

● Main point of contact for the Division Director to ensure board communications are relayed to 
the parents and players.  

 

● Work with the opposing team’s Team Coordinator to resolve any discrepancies in either pitch 
count or score keeping. 

 

● Help foster and promote a positive attitude amongst players, spectators and parents. 
 

● Be an Airdrie Little League ambassador and follow the Code of Conduct at all times. 
 
Note: The Coordinator is not to be questioned regarding any baseball decisions made by coaches 

or umpire calls. 
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Player Development 

  
 

Our goal is to ensure all players experience equal development opportunities and have fun doing 
it! To further that goal, Airdrie Little League is developing our resources to assist coaches and to 

keep learning consistent for our league. Coaches will be required to attend a 2-hour clinic held in 
the spring. Additionally, the League asks that parents and coaches use our throwing and fielding 
programs to make training consistent for coaching and parent resources. This is a strong 

development focused program that, when followed, ensures consistency through all divisions. This 
will provide a strong foundation for our players to ensure their growth for years to come. 
 

Below are a few notes to ensure strong development as the season progresses: 
● Focus on POSITIVITY! Encourage all players and cheer for your team. 

● Players should have the opportunity to play every position over the course of the season. 
● Each team will practice at least once per week. 
● Prepare and follow a practice guide for each practice. 

● Encourage the use of Airdrie Little League coach resources. 
● Start each practice and game with “Early Bird Batting”. 

 
We are working towards objectives for each division so that players leaving one division should 
keep building as they move into the next division. As these are created, we will post the content 

to our web page. 
 

Coaches, if you have practice plans please submit them to Player Development. If Player 
Development likes the practice plans and they work with our programs, we will add them to our 
resource library that we are looking to start building.  Let’s help each other make this league great!  

  
Shawn Kerr and Mathew Underhill, the Player Development Directors, will be around the diamonds 

to ensure coaches are following our program and provide support. We will also be available to 
make arrangements for anyone that needs a little help, which could include answering questions, 
scheduling joint practices with more experienced coaches, and/or arranging a time for one of our 

higher-level coaches to come out and lend a hand. 
  
Shawn Kerr / Mathew Underhill 
Player Development 
Airdriell.Playerdev@gmail.com 

 

 

 
Throwing Program 
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Warm-up 
Active Stretching 
● High knees  
● Butt kickers 
● Karaoke 
● Shuffle, do not click the heels 
● Lunges with a twist  
● Sweeps, toe up brush the ground 
● Tuck leg behind and touch 
 

Arm Stretches  
● Core rotation (bending at the waist) 
● Windmill small to big, both directions (pinch shoulder blades) 
● Scarecrow (robot) elbows do not move, stay at shoulder height 
● Thumbs down thumbs back (belly button to you are out) 
● Stir the pot (with glove) circles, left to right, up and down 
 
Instruction:  

4-seam review, finger pads on seams, separation from palm, fingers close together 
 

Drill 1 - On one knee (glove knee up), support elbow high, loose wrist, 1-2-throw 
Drill 2 - One knee hat game bounce ball in front partners hat, focus on follow through 
 

Instruction:  
Prayer position, separate thumbs down. Thumb to thigh, ball to sky. Thumbs down causes pushing 

the ball (pie throwing) 
 
Drill 3 - One knee, full arm action, turn shoulders and finish with chest to knee  

Drill 4 - Wide legs planted, upper body only, with good arm action. Do not fly open 
 

Instruction:  
Incorporate lower half 

 
Drill 5 - X drill, load the back hip, cross hands at the wrist, 1-2-throw 
Drill 6 - Rock - Rock - Throw 

Drill 7 - Hop - Hop - Throw  
 

Instruction:  
Long toss to strengthen the arm. Slowly back it up, three throws to your partner’s chest then 10’ 
back. Back as far as you can, then bring it back to 40’ 

 
Drill 8 – Play catch! 
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Game Day 
 

Pre-Game 
Field Prep 

● Drag the skinned areas smooth 

● Water the  batting area and mound (rebuild mound / batter box as needed) 

● Sweep and clean dugouts 

● Set the chalk lines and mark officially – mark on the fair side of the stringer 
 

Coaches  

● Team Warm-up, including running, stretching and throwing program 

● Complete Line-up Cards, including last names, numbers and positions 

● Choose a new captain each game to join you at the plate meeting 

● Home Team Provides 1 new and 2 gently used game ball 

In-Game  
Coaches  

● One coach must remain in the dug-out 

● Coaches or players with helmets may act as base coaches 

● All players should have equal playing time 

● Each player should be allowed to develop at every position 

Game Day Volunteers 

● Visiting team completes official score  

● Home Team keeps official pitch count and display with provided counter 

● Both teams should keep both score and pitch count, and numbers should be compared regularly 

● Winning team must submit official pitch count for both teams, THAT DAY 

● Home teams will submit games ending in a tie 

Post-Game 
Field Prep 

● Drag the skinned areas and baselines 

● Rake loose dirt off grass along base paths, mound circle, and infield edge 

● Rebuild the mound and home plate area and cover areas with tarps 

● Rebuild the bullpen mound and home plate area 

● Dispose of trash in and around the field and bleacher areas 

Coaches  

● Three cheers and handshakes 

● Sign pitch count and scorebook 

● Team meeting 

● Players clean dug-outs and help with equipment 

● Ensure all equipment (bases, chalk machine, etc.) are put away and locked up  
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Umpires 
 
At all games, one parent for the home team must be selected as Diamond Marshal. This person 

will be identified with the provided vest and be required to: 

 

● Be present for the entire game 

● Have no other tasks 

● Attend the plate meeting 

● Supervise any interaction with the umpires 

The Diamond Marshal has the authority to remove from the diamond any coach, player or 

spectator. Gameplay will not proceed until such penalties have been honored. 

 

The Diamond Marshal is not an umpire, and as such, does not have any authority over calls, rulings 

or other events relating to gameplay. 

 

Any umpire’s decision which involves judgment, such as, but not limited to, whether a batted ball 

is fair or foul, whether a pitch is a strike or a ball, or whether a runner is safe or out, is final. No 

player, manager, coach, or substitute shall object to any such judgment decisions. 

 

Good sportsmanship is expected from all participants, coaches, players and spectators. No abuse 

of umpires, the other team, or officials will be tolerated. One warning, from the umpire, may be 

given, and ejection will result if there is a second offence. No warning is required to eject any 

individual. See Rule 4.07 for penalty for ejection. 

 

In the event of a rainout or game cancellation, it is the responsibility of the coach to notify the 

umpires. The umpire schedule along with the contact list will be provided with your schedule. 

 

In the event that an umpire has not arrived 30 minutes prior to the start of your game, please 

contact the Umpire Scheduler Kacy at (587) 892-1257 and she will make the necessary 

arrangements. 

 

In the event that a game is rescheduled, please notify the umpire scheduler right away so that 

umpires can be secured for the game. 
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Tournaments 
 

GAMEPLAY 
Teams should be warming up/stretching off-field until the game ahead of you has been completed. 

Warm-up can be completed on the field once that game has finished. Post-game meetings need 

to be conducted off the field after the dugouts have been cleaned out. Field turnover must happen 

as quickly as possible.  

 

Games MUST stay on time. Games must stay as close as possible to their designated limit (it is 

okay to end sooner; but do not exceed the allotted limit). Do not start a new inning if you will not 

be able to complete a full inning within the designated amount of time. You may not start an inning 

within 15 minutes of stop time. Please show consideration for the games behind you. If you do 

find yourself starting late, you still must end on time. Games cut short due to time restrictions will 

have their score rolled back to the last completed inning. 

 

SCOREKEEPING AND PITCH COUNTS 
Official score sheets and pitch count sheets must be submitted to the tournament desk at 

concession immediately following the game. 

 

Visiting team keeps track of the score and fills out the official scorebook. The following information 

must be filled out on your scorebook: home team name and number, the visiting team name and 

number, the diamond name, the date and time of your game, and the game number. This MUST 

be filled out, or it will not be accepted. Please use both sides of a single page to track the game. 

 

Home team does the official pitch count. Please ensure that you are using the Airdrie Little League 

pitch count sheets provided. The following info must be filled out: home team name and number, 

the visiting team name and number, the diamond name, the date and time of your game, and the 

game number. This MUST be filled out or it will not be accepted. 

 

The winning team will update the online pitching spreadsheet by midnight that day.  

 

Please keep your own scores and pitch counts, but in the event of a disagreement, the official 

game sheets will be considered correct. Both coaches need to verify the pitch count and 

score, and then sign off on both sheets prior to handing them in. They will not be accepted 

without both signatures. This shows that both coaches agree to the score and pitch counts. Each 

team is responsible for handing in their official score or pitch count sheet to the tournament desk 

after the game.  

 

PLEASE HAND IN YOUR RESULTS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE GAME 

 

 

MID-SEASON TOURNAMENT ONLY:  
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Team photos are taken on the Saturday of the Mid-Season Tournament.  

 

YEAR-END TOURNAMENT ONLY: 
Schedule - There are two different brackets for tournament play: Championship games and 

Bragging Rights games. Any teams that lose in the Championship Bracket get another chance in 

the Bragging Rights bracket. Winner of the Championship Game Final receives the championship 

title, Loser of the Championship final claims the title of second place. Winner of the Bragging 

Rights claims the title of third place. 

 

Each game must have a winner. In the case of a tie at the end of the allotted time slot, an 

“Extra Inning” must be played. Each team will begin their half inning with one out and runners 

on first and second. Due to time constraints, if this does not resolve the deadlock, the game will 

be decided by the following order: 

1. Games won- Wins and ties 

2. Points Spread- Total points scored minus total points given up 

3. Median-Buchholz System- The best and worst scores of each team are discarded and the 

remaining scores summed. 

4. Matchup- Winner of the head to head matchup between the two teams 

5. If for some reason this does not decide a winner, the Board will flip a coin to determine 

the winner. 

 

At the Year-End Tournament, coaches need to go to the tournament desk to pick up their team’s 

hot dog tickets, DQ gift cards (in lieu of medals), and team photos. These will only be handed 

out to the coaches and not individual players/parents.  
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Airdrie Little League 

2021 Major Division Rules & Regulations 
 

1. Time Out 
● A coach, or assistant coach, may request time from their dug-out or coaches box once play 

is dead. Time-Out must be granted by the umpire. Coaches are not permitted on the field 

of play until play is dead, and time has been granted. 

 

2. Team Composition  
● Typically, a total of 9 players play defense in the field: 6 infielders, including a catcher and 

3 outfielders. If additional players are present, they shall be substituted in the game fairly 

so that every child has equal playing time. Everyone plays!  

 

● All players present will bat in a set batting order. Continuous batting is in effect. Last arrivals 

will be added to the bottom of the roster. 

 

3. Equipment  
● Protective cups/jills are mandatory for all players.  

 

● Helmets with chin straps must be worn at bat and while running bases. 

 

● Catchers shall wear protective equipment; shin guards, chest protector and catcher’s mask 

with dangling throat guard, during all practices and games.  

 

● All bats must comply with the new rules, being either wood, BBCOR -3 maximum or bearing 

the USA Baseball Logo. 

 

4. Game Length  
● Start time of games is as scheduled. Warm up shall be a minimum of 30 minutes prior to 

scheduled start time.  

 

● Once an inning has started, it must be finished.  

 

● No new inning shall begin after 2 hours of play.  
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● Play shall stop immediately should there be risk of thunder or lightning. 

 

● If a game has to end for any reason before the current inning has been completed, the 

score after the last complete inning shall determine the winner.  

 

● If the score is tied, the game will end in a tie.  
 

5. TEAMS 

HOME TEAM 

● Will supply 3 game balls - 1 new and 2 good used balls.  

 

WINNING TEAM 

Will update by midnight the pitcher tracking online spreadsheet (which will contain the following 

information): 

 

a. Date game played. 

b. Full name of pitcher(s). 

c. Uniform number of pitcher(s). 

d. League age of pitcher(s). 

e. Pitches thrown (if a batter is started before a threshold is reached, record the threshold as the 

pitches thrown). 

In case of a tie game, the above information will be submitted by the HOME TEAM. 

 

6. PITCHING RULES 

 

a. Any player on a team may pitch. 

EXCEPTION: Any player, who has played the position of catcher in four (4) or more innings in 

a game, is not eligible to pitch on that calendar day. 

A player who played the position of catcher for three (3) innings or less, moves to the pitcher 

position, and delivers 21 pitches or more in the same day, may not return to the catcher 

position on that calendar day. 

b. A pitcher remaining in the game, but moving to a different position, cannot return as a pitcher 

anytime in the remainder of the game. 

c. The manager must remove the pitcher when said pitcher reaches the limit for his/her age group 

as noted below, but the pitcher may remain in the game at another position: League Age 13 - 

16 95 pitches per day. Under no circumstances shall a player pitch in three (3) 

consecutive days. 

EXCEPTION: If a pitcher reaches the limit noted above while facing a batter the pitcher may 

continue to pitch until that batter reaches base or is put out.   

NOTE 1: A pitcher, who delivers 41 or more pitches in a game, cannot play the position of 

catcher for the remainder of that day. 
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Days of rest between pitching: 

 

Maximum Pitch Counts 

Pitches 

Thrown 

Continuous 

Days Rest 

Player Age Maximum number 

of pitches 

1-20 +0 7-8 50 

21-35 +1 9-10 75 

36-50 +2 11-12 85 

51-65 +3 13-16 95 

66-75/85 +4 Baseball age based on age chart 

 

Under no circumstances shall a player pitch in three (3) consecutive days. 

 

EXCEPTION: If a pitcher reaches a day(s) of rest while facing a batter, the pitcher may continue 

to pitch until any one of the following conditions occurs: 1. The batter reaches base. 2. The batter 

is retired. 3. The third out is made to complete the half-inning. The pitcher will only be required 

to observe the calendar day(s) rest for the threshold he/she reached during the at bat, provided 

that pitcher is removed before delivering a pitch to another batter.  

 

7.  LIMITS ON GAME TIME AND RUNS PER INNING 
a. Each half-inning will end after 3 outs or 7 runs scored, whichever comes first.  

b. No new inning is to begin 2 hours after start time.   

c. Games can be called on the account of darkness (umpire decision ONLY). 

 

8.  SUBSTITUTIONS 
a. Teams will utilize the “Continuous Batter Rule”; all players will be active in the batting order, 

regardless of when they are defensively benched. 

b. Defensive substitutions shall be made freely, with the focus on equal playing time. 

c. Mandatory defensive play dictates each player must play for 6 outs 

 

9. MERCY RULES 

● If after three (3) innings, two and one-half (2 ½) if the home team is ahead, one 

team has a lead of fifteen (15) runs or more, the manager of the team with the 

least runs MUST concede the victory to the opponent. 

 

● If after four (4) innings, three and one-half (3 ½) if the home team is ahead, one 

team has a lead of ten (10) runs or more, the manager of the team with the least 

runs MUST concede victory to the opponent. 

  

NOTE: If the away team has a lead of fifteen (15) or ten (10) runs or more respectively, 

the home team MUST bat in its half of the inning. 
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10. SPORTSMANSHIP  
a. Any umpire’s decision which involves judgment, such as, but not limited to, whether a batted 

ball is fair or foul, whether a pitch is a strike or a ball, or whether a runner is safe or out, is 

final. No player, manager, coach, or substitute shall object to any such judgment decisions. 

 

b. Good sportsmanship is expected from all participants, coaches, players and spectators. No 

abuse of umpires, the other team, or officials will be tolerated. One warning, from the umpire, 

may be given, and ejection will result if there is a second offence. No warning is required to 

eject any individual. See Rule 4.07 for penalty for ejection. 

 

DISTRICT 3 HAS INSTITUTED A ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY RELATING TO 

INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR BY COACHES, PLAYERS, AND FANS. MANDATORY 

SUSPENSIONS WILL BE HANDED OUT AS REQUIRED. DETAILS WILL BE PROVIDED TO 

EACH TEAM AND A COPY OF THE POLICY WILL BE POSTED ON THE DISTRICT 3 WEBSITE. 

 

11. Participation  
The entire roster of players shall be listed in the batting line-up. 

If a player is injured and unable to bat at his batting spot; the coach has the option of allowing 

the player to miss an at bat and return to active play in his same batting order, and no "out" will 

be recorded.  

 

Should a team play with 8 players, no “automatic out” is to be recorded 

 

12. Verbal Abuse  
No player, parent, coach or league official will be subjected to verbal abuse. 

Any league representative has the responsibility to intervene on behalf of a victim.  

A zero-tolerance policy will be enforced, resulting in the offending party being asked to leave. 

Suspensions may be applied as deemed appropriate by the board of directors. Profanity of any 

kind is strictly prohibited 

 

Unless otherwise stated herein, the rules set out in the “Official Regulations and 

Playing Rules 2021 Edition” booklet distributed by Little League Baseball shall apply.  
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Field Prep 

 
Infield Area 
1. Remove the bases and plug the base anchor sleeve before beginning any operations. 

2. Rake and float skinned areas with a steel at leaving a slight crown for water drainage. 

3. Compact soft areas by tamping. 

4. Fill any depressions on skinned areas with shale. Vary floating patterns to avoid lipping. 

5. Keep bases level and aligned with the dimensions of the diamond. 

6. When finished dragging, stop 5 to 6 feet before the edge of the skin and lift the drag. 

7. Shake any excess field mix off before exiting the field.  

8. Exit the field in a different location each time to prevent build-up of infield mix in one location.  

9. Hand rake out the pile left from the field drag.  

10.Hand rake: base paths end-to-end, home plate, and the back radius of the infield.  

 

Home Plate Area 

1. Dig out and discard all loose material including infield mix and clay chunks around the area to 

be repaired.  

2. Sweep the area free of all minor bits of loose debris and place it to the side.  

3. Wet the existing clay with a watering can, hand-held sprayer, or hose nozzle with a fine spray 

pattern.  

4. Add new clay and compact in 2” layers. Working with clay can be tricky so follow these pointers:  

a. The new clay must have enough moisture content to stick to the underlying clay base that 

has been moistened. Otherwise, the new clay will pop out of place and create a hazard.  

b. If the clay is too sticky, wrap the tamper plate in a garbage bag to alleviate the problem.  

c. Level it with the top of home plate to prevent water pooling and provide proper drainage 

 

Base Paths 
● Should be straight, following 90-degree angles from home plate point towards first and third 

bases.  

● Edge the base paths to keep grass from encroaching defined areas as required. 

● Grade as required, so there is no rutted or dished appearance. 

● Fill any depressions with shale. 

Clay Repairs  
Clay surfaces provide very solid, firm footing and better wear characteristics than regular infield 
mix for high wear areas like the pitching mound and batter’s box. Making a clay repair is similar 

to making a repair with a regular infield mix. The biggest difference with clay is that it must NOT 
be contaminated with any regular infield mix.  

 
**Pitching mounds and batter’s boxes should be repaired every time they are used**  

 

Techniques for Clay Repairs  
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1. Dig out and discard all loose material including infield mix, clay chunks, and field 

conditioners in and around the area to be repaired.  

2. Sweep the area free of all minor bits of loose debris and place it to the side.  

3. Wet the existing clay with a flower watering can, hand-held sprayer, or hose nozzle with a 

fine spray pattern.  

4. Add new clay and compact in 2” layers. Working with clay can be tricky so follow these 

pointers:  

a. The new clay must have enough moisture content to stick to the underlying clay base that 

has been moistened. Otherwise, the new clay will pop out of place and create a hazard.  

b. If the clay is too sticky, wrap the tamper plate in a garbage bag to alleviate the problem.  

 

Maintain Pitcher’s Mound, Home Plate, and Bullpen Areas  
During every game, damage occurs to the pitcher’s mound and home plate areas. Regular, proper 

maintenance will reduce time and money needed to rebuild and renovate these areas. It is also 

critical to maintain these areas properly to reduce the potential for injury.  

 

The following is a suggested method to properly maintain the pitcher’s mound and home plate 

areas on the field and in the bullpen areas:  

1. Begin by sweeping dry, loose materials off worn areas to expose the mound clay and remove 

from the mound (don’t sweep into the grass). If topdressing remains on old clay, new clay will 

not bind and will tear out. 

2. Loosen the worn areas with a rake in preparation to add new specialty packing clay. 

3. Now water the loosened areas lightly and add clay materials until firm. 

4. Once firm, lightly moisten these areas again. 

5. Shave the high spots down with a rake. Use your rake to pull dry material over wet material. 

6. Lightly rake, moisten, and cover with your tarp (if available). 
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Lining Your Field  
 

Safety First 

The first and foremost step in the field prep is to make sure the field is safe to play on. Then, drag 

the field out by using a drag mat. Making sure not to drag any infield dirt onto the grass. 

 

Pulling the String Line 

The string used to help mark out the fair line is pulled from the back (apex) of the home plate. 

Pull the string out to the established fair line in the outfield grass. If no fair line is set up in the 

outfield, have someone else help you line up the string. When pulling the string make sure it is 

lined up on the outside of the base (see picture below).  

 
 

 
 

 

The Fair Line 
When lining the fair line, apply the chalk to the inside of the string line. As a result, the line will 

match up with the base like the picture to the right. Make sure to shut the liner off when going 

over the base. 

 

Remember, the entire infield foul line should be UNDER first and third base.  

 

Always use a string line. 
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The Batter’s Box 
The size of the batter’s box for Little League is 3'x6' and is located 6” from the plate.  

 

The center of the batter's box is located at the “side corner” of the plate (see diagram below). The 

easiest way to chalk out the batter box is to use a batter box template. If a template is not 

available for you, get someone else to help you measure out the box. There is really no wrong 

way on how to set it up, just as long as it is square with home plate - stand at the pitching mound 

after you chalk the box to see what I mean. Remember, the chalk isn't permanent, if you mess it 

up, just rake it out and start over. 

 

A template is an easy way to mark out a batter's box.  

 

 

 

 
 


